Special Offer: Free digital clock and USB for your Piaggio P180
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Special Offer: Receive a free digital clock/chronometer with
an integrated twin USB charging ports for the cockpit
of your Piaggio P180
A reliable cockpit clock/chronometer is indispensable for any
pilot, since flights are always schedule-based. At the same time an
increasing number of hand-held devices and peripheral electronics
depend on USB ports for their power, so that you can charge them
while flying. RUAG Aviation now offers an integrated solution that
combines both in a single cockpit enhancement for the Piaggio
P180 family of aircraft. This EASA-approved minor change is fitted
in place of the existing clocks and features a digital display and
twin USB ports for charging both standard and high-power
devices. The digital clock incorporates four modes: local and
universal time, flight timer and stopwatch. Furthermore, for a
limited time only, this cockpit enhancement is available for free to
RUAG Aviation Piaggio P180 maintenance service customers.*
At the same time the same change can be applied for any other
aircraft or helicopter.
Greater pilot comfort for all your mobile
communications needs
Being connected is a standard in today’s life. To ease the use of your mobile devices, we offer a
variety of system integrations like the Iridium Go!® for instance, creating a wifi hotspot wherever you
are or any other cockpit communications solution (low bit rate), that improves your comfort in your
aircraft. Further enhance your pilots comfort with the installation of tablet holders allowing pilots’
hands free operations.
Your Piaggio Authorised Service Centre since 2008
As a Piaggio Authorised Service Centre, the RUAG one-stop shop in Lugano-Agno offers a
comprehensive range of services assuring minimum downtime for customers all over the world.
RUAG one-stop shop solutions are available from a single source and include aircraft and component
MRO, component services, landing gear services (including exchange, loaner pool and upgrade
to new Magnaghi Aeronautica landing gear), inspections on PT6A-66/6B engines, cabin interiors,
aircraft painting, system upgrades, AOG, FBO, and support and consulting. As an official Hartzell
Recommended Service Facility, RUAG can also take care of propeller overhaul on your Piaggio P180.
Entrust your Piaggio P180 aircraft to our MRO services and benefit from 30 years of experience in
business aviation. Contact us today.
*Offer applies only to Piaggio P180 family of aircraft and is limited to customers spending a minimum
of EUR 9000 on aircraft MRO (subject to RUAG acceptance). Valid until 20 December 2017 with no
additional ground time expected.
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